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official manuals' sites. Q: React -
Rendering component multiple times I

am new to React and am trying to learn
React. I have some code where I create
a component called 'GenerateLink'. It's
actually a react router component with

some logic on the component. This
component creates an anchor tag and a

div containing the title of a route and
then loads that route using

history.push(). It then makes an API
request to get the name of that route

and caches that data. The problem that I
am experiencing is that whenever I

create multiple of these GenerateLink
components, the first component seems

to be rendered multiple times. From
console logs: Rendering Component with

route id: 1 Rendering Component with
route id: 2 Rendering Component with
route id: 3 Rendering Component with
route id: 4 Rendering Component with
route id: 5 [React] [HMR] waiting for
update signal from WDS, starting...

Rendering Component with route id: 1
Rendering Component with route id: 2
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Rendering Component with route id: 3
Rendering Component with route id: 4
Rendering Component with route id: 5

[React] [HMR] signal ok Rendering
Component with route id: 1 Rendering
Component with route id: 2 Rendering
Component with route id: 3 Rendering
Component with route id: 4 Rendering

Component with route id: 5 [React]
[HMR] rerendered
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